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Review of tsunami evacuation zones for Selwyn District

Executive summary
Background:
Tsunami evacuation zones are the areas that people should evacuate from, or stay out of, as a
precaution after a long or strong earthquake or during an official tsunami advisory or warning. Selwyn
District Council has had tsunami evacuation zones in place for the Selwyn Coast and Te Waihora/Lake
Ellesmere since 2012.

The problem:
Environment Canterbury commissioned new multi-scenario tsunami inundation modelling for the Selwyn
coastline from GNS Science (Mueller et al., 2020). This study showed that the modelled ‘worst case’
tsunami inundation covers a small area than covered by the current Selwyn District tsunami evacuation
zones. The tsunami evacuation zones could therefore be made smaller to reduce over-evacuation.

What we did:
Environment Canterbury and Selwyn District Council staff worked together to review the tsunami
evacuation zones for coastal Selwyn (Rakaia River mouth to Taumutu) and the margins of
Te Waihora/Lake Ellesmere based on the new tsunami modelling.
The new zones are based primarily on 138 tsunami scenarios modelled by GNS Science generated by
large earthquakes (greater than magnitude 9) off the coasts of South and Central America, on the
Hikurangi, Puysegur, Kermadec and New Hebrides subduction zones, and elsewhere around the Pacific
Ocean.
Zone boundaries were then moved inland to follow roads or property boundaries so that people can
more easily determine whether they are in or out of a zone, and to simplify public messaging. We also
considered logistical factors such as the most practical locations for road cordons.
For simplicity and because of the low population in coastal Selwyn we have used a two-zone approach
(red and orange zones), rather than three-zone, as allowed in the 2016 National Emergency
Management Agency’s Tsunami Evacuation Zones: Director’s Guideline for Civil Defence Emergency
Management Groups. The rationale for the zones used is explained in this report.
The resulting tsunami evacuation zones are not tsunami hazard zones, or tsunami risk zones, or tsunami
inundation zones. They are areas that we recommend people evacuate from as a precaution after they
feel a long or strong earthquake, or in an official tsunami warning. Every tsunami is different depending
on its source, the direction it is arriving from, and the sea state and tide at the time the tsunami waves
arrive. There is no one tsunami that would inundate an entire zone, and most tsunamis we will
experience will only inundate a small amount of a zone, if at all. The zones represent an ‘envelope’
around many different possible extreme tsunami scenarios.

What does it mean?
We recommend that:
•
•
•

People evacuate the red and orange zones immediately if they feel a long earthquake (when
the shaking continues for more than one minute) OR a strong earthquake (when the shaking
is so strong it is difficult to stand up).
People evacuate the red and orange zones in an official warning of a tsunami greater than
1 metre wave height at coast (a National Warning: Tsunami Threat).
People keep out of the red zone (beaches, estuaries, coastal lakes and river mouths) in an
official advisory of a tsunami up to 1 metre wave height at coast (a National Advisory: Tsunami
Activity – Expect strong and unusual currents and unpredictable surges at the shore).

The tsunami evacuation zones are fundamentally about life safety and are primarily for evacuation
planning and public education. The tsunami evacuation zones are not appropriate for property-specific
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land use planning in terms of restricting development, but they can be used to delineate areas where
tsunami evacuation plans may be required for certain developments. They may also be useful for
strategic development planning and infrastructure planning as they do indicate areas of higher
vulnerability where future development should generally be more carefully managed.
The tsunami evacuation zones will be included on Land Information Memoranda (LIMs) and Land
Information Requests (LIRs), but these must be clearly worded to explain what the zones do and don’t
mean (i.e. they are evacuation zones, not hazard, risk or inundation zones).
Our understanding of New Zealand’s tsunami hazard is always improving. We suggest that the tsunami
evacuation zones are reviewed again within ten years, accounting for:
•
•
•
•
•

any new tsunami modelling (both scenario and probabilistic), which would also consider any
sea level rise
changes to the natural environment
changes in land use and demographics
any changes to the nationally-recommended approach for delineating tsunami evacuation
zones
the effects of any actual tsunami.

How we have considered climate change
We did not take future projected sea level rise into account in reviewing the zones, because evacuation
zones are to be used now, not in 50 or 100 years’ time. We suggest that the zones are reviewed at least
every ten years and any sea level rise that has occurred in that time be accounted for during the review.
Current projections predict a 10cm difference in water levels over the next 10 years, which is within the
uncertainty of the current tsunami inundation modelling and accounted for in delineating the current
evacuation zones.
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Introduction

A tsunami is a series of powerful waves that move through the ocean (or a lake) caused by a sudden
movement of the sea floor or by something falling into the ocean (or lake). They are most often caused
by undersea earthquakes but can also be caused by landslides and volcanic eruptions.
Most tsunamis are relatively small by the time they reach the New Zealand coast and don't flood land,
but they can cause strong currents and surges around the coast, which can be dangerous for people in
the water or on the beach. Occasionally, perhaps a couple of times in a lifetime, a tsunami will be big
enough to flood land.
Because a tsunami is a series of waves, it causes many powerful waves or surges, with strong currents,
that arrive over several hours or even days. The first wave is often not the largest - that can arrive hours
after the first wave.
Tsunami evacuation zones are the areas that people should evacuate from or stay out of as a precaution
during an official tsunami warning, or after a long or strong earthquake.
Selwyn District Council has had tsunami evacuation zones in place for the Selwyn coast (Rakaia River
mouth to Taumutu) and the margins of Te Waihora/Lake Ellesmere since 2012. These zones are shown
in Figure 1-1.
Environment Canterbury commissioned NIWA to model tsunami inundation from Rakaia River mouth to
Taumutu from a ‘worst case’ (approximately a 2500 year return period) South American tsunami in 2014
(Lane, et al., 2014), and from a ‘worst case’ Hikurangi subduction zone tsunami in 2015 (Kohout, et al.,
2015).
Subsequently, Environment Canterbury commissioned GNS Science to undertake multiple scenario
tsunami modelling for the Selwyn coast from the Rakaia River mouth to Taumutu, the margins of
Te Waihora/Lake Ellesmere, Kaitorete Spit, Akaroa Harbour, and the southern and eastern bays of
Banks Peninsula (Mueller et al., 2020). This GNS Science modelling is part of a wider programme to
undertake multiple scenario modelling for most of the Canterbury coastline; Christchurch (Waimakariri
River mouth to Taylors Mistake) was modelled in 2019 (Mueller, et al., 2019), and the remainder of the
Pegasus Bay coast and the northern Banks Peninsula bays were also modelled in 2020 (Roger et al.,
2020).
The 2014 and 2015 NIWA modelling and 2020 GNS Science modelling showed that potential ‘worst
case’ inundation from regional (1-3 hours’ travel time) and distant (>3 hours’ travel time) tsunami sources
covered a significantly smaller area than the existing tsunami evacuation zones, and that the zones
could be reduced. No local tsunami sources (<1 hour travel time) were identified that generated larger
tsunamis than regional or distant sources.
The 2020 GNS Science modelling shows that the largest tsunami hazards for Selwyn District, in terms
of potential area inundated, are a ‘worst case’ Hikurangi subduction zone tsunami from offshore lower
North Island (approximately 2 hours’ travel time away) and a ‘worst case’ Puysegur subduction zone
tsunami from south of Fiordland (approximately 3 hours away). These are followed by other distant
source tsunamis coming from more than three hours travel time away, and then by local source tsunamis
less than one hour’s travel time away. The 2020 GNS Science modelling, as well as modelling done for
Christchurch by NIWA in 2018 (Bossarelle et al., 2018) and GNS Science in 2019 (Mueller et al., 2019)
confirmed that there are no known local fault sources, within one hour’s travel time, that would result in
a tsunami with >3 metre wave height at the Selwyn coast.
Environment Canterbury and Selwyn District Council staff worked together to review the tsunami
evacuation zones based on the new tsunami modelling. This report documents the information used in
this process and details the changes to the zones.
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Figure 1-1:

2

2012 tsunami evacuation zones for Selwyn District. These zones are superseded
by the new zones outlined in this report. Note that Kaitorete Barrier and the southeastern part of Te Waihora/Lake Ellesmere are within Christchurch City. The zone
colours are described in section 4. The gridlines are 1 km apart

Selwyn District’s tsunami hazard

The Selwyn coastline is exposed to tsunamis generated both off the New Zealand coast, and from
across the Pacific Ocean.
Tsunamis are classified as local, regional or distant source, by how long they take to travel from where
they are created to a particular coastal location. So, for instance, a tsunami originating from offshore
South America is a local source tsunami for the nearby South American coast, but a distant source
tsunami for New Zealand.
Approximate local, regional and distant tsunami source areas for Selwyn are given in Figure 2-1.
Tsunami waves travel relatively slowly in the shallow water (shown in red on the map) of the Canterbury
Shelf offshore of Selwyn, hence the area covered by potential local (less than 1 hour travel time) sources
for Selwyn is relatively small. Tsunami waves travel much more quickly in the deeper water (green to
purple) of the Hikurangi and Puysegur subduction zones, hence the regional source area (1-3 hours
travel time) extends much further north and south along the subduction zones. Anything beyond the
thick grey line in Figure 2-1 is considered a distant tsunami source, including the Kermadec subduction
zone, as a tsunami generated here would take more than three hours to reach Selwyn.

2
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Figure 2-1:

2.1

Tsunami source areas for Selwyn. The grey boundary lines are approximate only.
SZ = subduction zone

Local source tsunamis

A local source tsunami is a tsunami generated close to shore, usually by an underwater earthquake,
landslide or volcano, which takes less than one hour to reach the coast from its source.
The likelihood of a damaging local source tsunami being generated less than one hour’s travel time from
the Selwyn coast is thought to be extremely low. There are no known earthquake faults in the Canterbury
Bight, off the Selwyn coast. In addition, both the 2018 NIWA and 2019 GNS Science modelling
undertaken for Christchurch, as well as unpublished hypothetical modelling undertaken after the 2011
Christchurch earthquake (William Power, pers comm) show that there are no known local sources in
Pegasus Bay that would create a tsunami that would inundate land along the Selwyn coast. However,
we cannot 100% rule out a local tsunami source for Selwyn as there is a possibility of unknown faults
off the coast.
While a local source tsunami is very unlikely, if one were to occur the most likely effect would be strong
and unpredictable currents and surges in the water, and inundation of very low-lying land, depending
on the tide stage. An earthquake that could cause a local source tsunami would be felt as a strong
earthquake (an earthquake where the shaking is so strong it is hard to stand up) along the Selwyn coast.
There would not be time to issue an official warning before the first tsunami waves arrived.
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2.2

Regional source tsunamis

A regional source tsunami is a tsunami that takes between one and three hours to reach the coast from
its source.
For Selwyn this includes tsunamis generated by large earthquakes off the Kaikoura coast, in Cook Strait,
on the Hikurangi subduction zone off the east coast of the North Island, and the Puysegur subduction
zone to the south of Fiordland (Figure 2-1).
The 2020 GNS Science modelling showed that modelled wave heights along the Selwyn coast for
tsunamis generated by upper crustal faults off the Kaikoura coast or in Cook Strait were less than
4 metres (and in most cases less than 3 metres) and unlikely to be damaging These tsunamis could
cause strong and unpredictable currents and surges in the water, and inundation of very low-lying land
along the Selwyn coast depending on the tide stage.
The Hikurangi and Puysegur subduction zones pose a significant tsunami threat for the Selwyn coast.
The 2020 GNS Science modelling gives wave heights at coast of approximately 2-12 metres for a
magnitude 9.0 southern Hikurangi subduction zone tsunami, and approximately 4-10 metres for a
magnitude 9.3 Puysegur subduction zone tsunami. These events represent a ‘worst case’ earthquake
on each subduction zone, which is the largest earthquake expected in a ~2500 year time period. The
wide range of wave heights is because the size of the tsunami depends on the exact way that the
subduction zone ruptures (breaks, slips, or moves) during the earthquake, known as differential slip,
which cannot be known in advance. In addition, the wave heights for any one tsunami can vary
significantly along the coast. Both ‘worst case’ southern Hikurangi and Puysegur scenarios show some
inundation of the Rakaia River mouth, coastal land between the Rakaia River mouth and Taumutu, and
possibly minor inundation of the margins of Lake Ellesmere.
An earthquake that could cause a regional source tsunami would be felt in Selwyn as a mild or moderate
but long (more than a minute) earthquake. There would likely be time to issue an official warning before
the first tsunami waves arrive, but the long earthquake should be people’s cue to evacuate. In regional
(and distant) source tsunamis the largest waves often arrive after the first waves, so it is still important
to issue official warnings even if the first waves may have already arrived.
A possible exception to this is an earthquake on the Puysegur subduction zone that is large enough to
generate a damaging tsunami for the Selwyn coastline, but that is not large enough to be felt there. The
National Emergency Management Agency (NEMA) has processes in place to send rapid warnings for
this type of event.
One other possible, but poorly understood, regional tsunami source for the Selwyn coast is a gas hydrate
release1 from the Chatham Rise (Goff, et al., 2015; Davy, et al., 2010). This may explain the 1924
tsunami on the Chatham Islands, which has no attributable source, as well as paleotsunami deposits on
Banks Peninsula and near Birdlings Flat. There would be no warning for a tsunami generated by a gas
hydrate release on the Chatham Rise, as it would likely not be associated with an earthquake and there
are no open ocean tsunami buoys on the Chatham Rise.

2.3

Distant source tsunamis

A distant source tsunami is a tsunami that takes more than three hours to reach the coast from its source.
For Selwyn this includes tsunamis generated by a large earthquake in the Pacific Islands or from across
the Pacific Ocean. This is the most likely tsunami source for Selwyn, and a ‘worst case’ (~2500 year
return period) distant source tsunami from Central or South America, or from the Kermadec subduction
zone or the Vanuatu area could generate significant wave heights at the Selwyn coast of approximately
2-7 metres, depending on the exact way that the subduction zone ruptures (the differential slip) and the
exact location along the Selwyn coast. This sort of tsunami could also flood the Rakaia River mouth,
parts of coastal Selwyn between the Rakaia River mouth and Taumutu, and the immediate margins of
Lake Ellesmere.
1

4

The release of methane from gas hydrate deposits (where gasses are trapped within frozen water) in seafloor sediments, which
could cause large submarine slope failures.
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A distant source earthquake would not be felt in Selwyn but there would be enough time to issue an
official warning and, if the tsunami was coming from across the Pacific Ocean with a 12+ hour travel
time, undertake a managed evacuation.

3

Tsunami models and other information used

3.1

Hydrodynamic inundation models

Environment Canterbury has commissioned several tsunami modelling reports for different tsunami
scenarios, using physics-based hydrodynamic models, over the last ten years. These models take into
account complexities such as changes in the direction and velocity of water flow under the influence of
the shape of the sea floor and land, and the built environment.

3.1.1

2020 GNS Science multi-scenario modelling

Environment Canterbury commissioned GNS Science to model inundation from many different tsunami
scenarios for the Selwyn coast, the margins of Te Waihora/Lake Ellesmere, Kaitorete Spit, and southern
and eastern Banks Peninsula including Akaroa Harbour. The scenarios included tsunamis of varying
sizes and from different sources, to give the most robust level of modelling to base tsunami evacuation
zones on. This is ‘Level 4’ modelling in the National Emergency Management Agency’s (NEMA’s) 2016
Director’s Guideline for Tsunami Evacuation Zones (the ‘Director’s Guideline’), which is the highest level
of modelling.
GNS Science modelled wave heights at coast and in some cases inundation from multiple local, regional
and distant tsunami sources. ‘Worst case’ sources for each area were determined from the New Zealand
National Tsunami Hazard Model (Power, 2013a and 2013b).
GNS Science used COMCOT (Cornell Multi-Grid Coupled Tsunami model), developed at Cornell University
and refined at GNS Science, to model tsunami propagation and inundation. The modelling assumed:
•

No water flow in streams, which can result in an underestimation of tsunami inundation upstream. This has been accounted for in delineating the evacuation zones.

•

The water level of Te Waihora/Lake Ellesmere is 1.2 metres above sea level (Lyttelton Vertical
Datum 1937), and the lake is closed to the sea at Taumutu. This is approximately the highest
level of the lake before it is opened. The lake is only open to the sea on average 4-6 weeks per
year, and it is assumed that the ‘worst case’ tsunamis (which the tsunami evacuation zones
are based on) will overtop the gravel beach berm here, therefore whether the outlet channel is
open or not will make little difference to potential inundation.

•

The lake level is flat across Te Waihora/Lake Ellesmere. In reality the lake level is often higher
at one end than the other because of wind.

•

The water level of Wairewa/Lake Forsyth is 2.2 metres above sea level (Lyttelton Vertical
Datum 1937), and the lake is closed to the sea at Birdlings Flat. Although the official opening
level is 2.1 metres above sea level, it is usually opened when slightly higher. The lake is only
open to the sea on average 3-4 times per year and the average time it is open is 4 days.

•

Mean High Water Springs (a measure of ‘high tide’) is 1.2m above mean sea level (Lyttelton
Vertical Datum 1937) for the Banks Peninsula and Kaitorete coast. This is higher than the actual
Mean High Water Springs for this stretch of coast (approximately 1.05 m) but 1.2 m was
adopted for consistency with previous modelling and it accounts for likely future short-term sea
level rise.

•

No gravel beach berm breaches during the tsunami, i.e. the gravel beach berms retain their
shape during multiple tsunami waves and are not eroded. This assumption is not entirely
realistic, and narrow sections of the barrier are likely to breach through piping failure during a
large tsunami, most likely in the areas close to the mouth of Te Waihora/Lake Ellesmere.
However, it is very difficult to simulate these processes, and exactly where they may happen,
in the modelling hence the assumption that the berm is not breached.
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GNS Science modelled multiple regional and distant source tsunamis providing wave heights at coast
for the entire Canterbury coast and inundation for Selwyn coast, the margins of Te Waihora/Lake
Ellesmere, Kaitorete Spit, and southern and eastern Banks Peninsula including Akaroa Harbour for each
scenario. This included modelling:
•

Tsunamis from 18 different sources around the Pacific Ocean that give an approximately
3 metre wave height along the Selwyn coast.

•

Tsunamis from 20 different sources around the Pacific Ocean that give an approximately
5 metre wave height along the Selwyn coast.

•

30 scenarios with different rupture patterns from a ‘worst case’ (approximately 2500 year return
period) magnitude 9.0 earthquake on the southern Hikurangi subduction zone.

•

10 scenarios with different rupture patterns from a ‘worst case’ (approximately 2500 year return
period) magnitude 9.3 earthquake on the Puysegur subduction zone.

•

10 scenarios with different rupture patterns from a ‘worst case’ (approximately 2500 year return
period) magnitude 9.3 earthquake on the southern Kermadec subduction zone.

•

30 scenarios with different rupture patterns from a ‘worst case’ (approximately 2500 year return
period) magnitude 9.3 earthquake off the coast of three locations in Central and South America.

•

10 scenarios with different rupture patterns from a ‘worst case’ (approximately 2500 year return
period) magnitude 9.3 earthquake on the New Hebrides subduction zone.

•

10 scenarios with different rupture patterns from a ‘worst case’ (approximately 2500 year return
period) magnitude 9.45 earthquake off the coast of Peru.

•

>20 tsunamis generated by earthquakes on upper crustal faults between Pegasus Bay and
Cook Strait. These gave wave heights of less than 4 metres (and in most cases less than
2 metres) along the Selwyn and Kaitorete coast, so the inundation on land was not modelled.

The 2019 GNS Science modelling for the Christchurch coast (Mueller et al., 2019), which used the same
methodology, was peer reviewed by Professor Robert Weiss, a tsunami modelling expert at Virginia
Tech in the United States. We did not peer review the 2020 GNS Science modelling methodology
because it is the same as that used for the Christchurch modelling, which was found to be robust. The
2020 modelling results have been reviewed as part of the external review of this report. The 2020 GNS
Science modelling is the most robust tsunami modelling available for Banks Peninsula and the Kaitorete
coast and forms the technical basis for the revised evacuation zones.
Maximum water heights from the 3 metre wave height at coast and 5 metre wave height at coast
ensembles are shown in Figures 3-1 and 3-2. While the tsunami evacuation zones are based on the
‘worst case’ scenarios, which have larger possible wave heights at coast than 5 metres, a range of 3 and
5 metre wave height at coast scenarios were also modelled so that the different impacts of different
sized tsunamis could be assessed and incorporated into operational emergency management planning;
we are much more likely to experience a tsunami with a wave height at coast of less than 3 metres, than
a ‘worst case’ tsunami. Note that each individual scenario (each from a different source around the
Pacific Ocean) may inundate slightly different areas to different degrees, and these maps show the
maximum water depth from all these scenarios at any one point.
Maximum water heights from the ‘worst case’ (~2500 year return period) sources, calculated using
multiple rupture scenarios for each source, are shown in Figures 3-3 to 3-8.
In all maps the water depths in the ocean and coastal lakes are tsunami water height above mean sea
level (Te Waihora/Lake Ellesmere is assumed to be full at the time of the tsunami – 1.2 metres above
mean sea level). Water depths on land are water height above ground, assuming high tide. The modelled
inundation data, and more detailed maps, are available from Environment Canterbury on request.
The results show that, because of the steep gravel beach along the Selwyn coast, the modelled 3 metre
and 5 metre tsunamis inundate very little land apart from the Rakaia River mouth and the area around
the Tentburn fish farm, and possibly the margins of Te Waihora/Lake Ellesmere around Taumutu.
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Figure 3-3 shows maximum modelled inundation water depths for the ten M9.3 Puysegur subduction
zone earthquake tsunami scenarios. This source could produce high wave heights of up to 8 metres along
the Selwyn coastline and up to 10 metres along Kaitorete Barrier resulting in inundation of the Rakaia
River mouth and coastal Selwyn. The the low coastal barrier at the at the Te Waihora/Lake Ellesmere
outlet is overtopped, resulting in flooding of the lake margins in the Taumutu to Lakeside area, however
the rise in lake level around most of the lake is minimal and there is little flooding of the remainder of the
lake margins beyond a ‘very full lake’ level. Tsunami wave first arrivals from this source are approximately
3 hours after the earthquake and tsunami waves would continue to arrive for many hours.
Figure 3-4 shows maximum modelled inundation water depths for the thirty M9.0 southern Hikurangi
subduction zone earthquake tsunami scenarios. This source could also produce high wave heights of
up to 10 metres along the Selwyn coastline and up to 12 metres along Kaitorete Barrier resulting in
inundation of the Rakaia River mouth and coastal Selwyn. However, the wave heights are very much
dependent on the exact way the subduction zone ruptures, so they could also be much less than this.
Like the ‘worst case’ Puysegur source, the the low coastal barrier at the at the Te Waihora/Lake
Ellesmere outlet is overtopped, resulting in flooding of the lake margins in the Taumutu to Lakeside
area, however the rise in lake level around most of the lake is minimal and there is little flooding of the
remainder of the lake margins beyond a ‘very full lake’ level. Tsunami wave first arrivals from this source
are 1¾ to 2 hours after the earthquake and tsunami waves would continue to arrive for many hours.
Figure 3-5 shows maximum modelled inundation water depths for the ten M9.3 southern Kermadec
subduction zone earthquake tsunami scenarios. This source could produce high wave heights of up to
7 metres along the Selwyn coastline and up to 9 metres along Kaitorete Barrier resulting in inundation
of the Rakaia River mouth and coastal Selwyn. The the low coastal barrier at the at the Te Waihora/Lake
Ellesmere outlet is overtopped, resulting in flooding of the lake margins in the Taumutu to Lakeside
area, however the rise in lake level around most of the lake is minimal and there is little flooding of the
remainder of the lake margins beyond a ‘very full lake’ level. Tsunami wave first arrivals from this source
are 2½ to 2¾ hours after the earthquake and tsunami waves would continue to arrive for many hours.
Figure 3-6 shows maximum modelled inundation water depths for the ten M9.3 New Hebrides
subduction zone earthquake tsunami scenarios. This source gives lower, yet still significant, wave
heights at coast of up to 6 metres along the Selwyn coastline and Kaitorete Barrier, compared to the
closer Hikurangi, Kermadec, and Puysegur sources. Because of the steep gravel beach along this
stretch of coast, coastal flooding is minimal and restricted to the areas around the Rakaia River mouth,
Muriwai/Coopers Lagoon and Taumutu. The the low coastal barrier at the at the Te Waihora/Lake
Ellesmere outlet is overtopped, but flooding around the lake margins is also minimal. Tsunami wave first
arrivals from this source are approxmately 5½ hours after the earthquake and tsunami waves would
continue to arrive for many hours.
Figure 3-7 shows maximum modelled inundation water depths for the thirty M9.3 Central and South
Amercan tsunami scenarios. This source also gives lower, yet still significant, wave heights of up to
7 metres along the Selwyn coastline and up to 6 metres along Kaitorete Barrier resulting in inundation
of the Rakaia River mouth and coastal Selwyn. The the low coastal barrier at the at the Te Waihora/Lake
Ellesmere outlet is overtopped, but flooding around the lake margins is minimal. Tsunami wave first
arrivals from these sources are approximately 15½ to 16½ hours after the earthquake and tsunami
waves would continue to arrive for many hours.
Figure 3-8 shows maximum modelled inundation water depths for the ten M9.45 Peru tsunami
scenarios. This source also gives wave heights of up to 7 metres along the Selwyn coastline and up to
10 metres along Kaitorete Barrier resulting in inundation of the Rakaia River mouth and coastal Selwyn.
The the low coastal barrier at the at the Te Waihora/Lake Ellesmere outlet is overtopped, but flooding
around the lake margins is minimal. Tsunami wave first arrivals from this source are approximately
15½ hours after the earthquake and tsunami waves would continue to arrive for many hours.
Note that Kaitorete Barrier is not overtopped in any scenario, except for the low coastal barrier at the
Te Waihora/Lake Ellesmere outlet, because its beach is very steep (up to approximately 10 metres
above mean sea level) along most of its length.
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Figure 3-1:

Maximum modelled inundation water depths (to 0.1 metres water depth) for eighteen tsunami scenarios from different sources around
the Pacific Ocean that give a ~3 metre wave height along the Selwyn coast. Note that each separate scenario inundates slightly different
areas within the total modelled inundation extent. Water depths in the ocean and Te Waihora/Lake Ellesmere are water height above
mean sea level (Te Waihora/Lake Ellesmere is assumed to be full at the time of the tsunami, i.e. 1.2 m above mean sea level). Water
depths on land are water height above ground. From Mueller et al., 2020. Each grid line is 1 km
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Figure 3-2:
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Maximum modelled inundation water depths (to 0.1 metres water depth) for twenty tsunami scenarios from different sources around
the Pacific Ocean that give a ~5 metre wave height along the Selwyn coast. Note that each separate scenario inundates slightly different
areas within the total modelled inundation extent. Water depths in the ocean and Te Waihora/Lake Ellesmere are water height above
mean sea level (Te Waihora/Lake Ellesmere is assumed to be full at the time of the tsunami, i.e. 1.2 m above mean sea level). Water
depths on land are water height above ground. From Mueller et al, 202. Each grid line is 1 km
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Figure 3-3:

Maximum modelled inundation water depths (to 0.1 metres water depth) for ten M9.3 Puysegur subduction zone earthquake tsunami
scenarios. Note that each separate scenario inundates very slightly different areas within the total modelled inundation extent. Water
depths in the ocean and Te Waihora/Lake Ellesmere are water height above mean sea level (Te Waihora/Lake Ellesmere is assumed to
be full at the time of the tsunami, i.e. 1.2 m above mean sea level). Water depths on land are water height above ground. From Mueller
et al., 2020. Each grid line is 1 km
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Maximum modelled inundation water depths (to 0.1 metres water depth) for thirty M9.0 Hikurangi subduction zone earthquake tsunami
scenarios. Note that each separate scenario inundates very slightly different areas within the total modelled inundation extent. Water
depths in the ocean and Te Waihora/Lake Ellesmere are water height above mean sea level (Te Waihora/Lake Ellesmere is assumed to
be full at the time of the tsunami, i.e. 1.2 m above mean sea level). Water depths on land are water height above ground. From Mueller
et al., 2020. Each grid line is 1 km
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Figure 3-5:

Maximum modelled inundation water depths (to 0.1 metres water depth) for ten M9.3 Kermadec subduction zone earthquake tsunami
scenarios. Note that each separate scenario inundates very slightly different areas within the total modelled inundation extent. Water
depths in the ocean and Te Waihora/Lake Ellesmere are water height above mean sea level (Te Waihora/Lake Ellesmere is assumed to
be full at the time of the tsunami, i.e. 1.2 m above mean sea level). Water depths on land are water height above ground. From Mueller
et al., 2020. Each grid line is 1 km
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Maximum modelled inundation water depths (to 0.1 metres water depth) for ten M9.3 New Hebrides subduction zone earthquake tsunami
scenarios. Note that each separate scenario inundates very slightly different areas within the total modelled inundation extent. Water
depths in the ocean and Te Waihora/Lake Ellesmere are water height above mean sea level (Te Waihora/Lake Ellesmere is assumed to
be full at the time of the tsunami, i.e. 1.2 m above mean sea level). Water depths on land are water height above ground. From Mueller
et al., 2020. Each grid line is 1 km
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Figure 3-7:

Maximum modelled inundation water depths (to 0.1 metres water depth) for thirty M9.3 Central and South American subduction zone
earthquake tsunami scenarios. Note that each separate scenario inundates very slightly different areas within the total modelled
inundation extent. Water depths in the ocean and Te Waihora/Lake Ellesmere are water height above mean sea level (Te Waihora/Lake
Ellesmere is assumed to be full at the time of the tsunami, i.e. 1.2 m above mean sea level). Water depths on land are water height
above ground. From Mueller et al., 2020. Each grid line is 1 km
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Maximum modelled inundation water depths (to 0.1 metres water depth) for ten M9.45 South American (Peru) subduction zone
earthquake tsunami scenarios. Note that each separate scenario inundates very slightly different areas within the total modelled
inundation extent. Water depths in the ocean and Te Waihora/Lake Ellesmere are water height above mean sea level (Te Waihora/Lake
Ellesmere is assumed to be full at the time of the tsunami, i.e. 1.2 m above mean sea level). Water depths on land are water height
above ground. From Mueller et al., 2020. Each grid line is 1 km
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3.1.2

2014 and 2015 NIWA South American and Hikurangi subduction zone tsunami
modelling

In 2010, Environment Canterbury commissioned NIWA to model a ‘worst case’ (~2500 year return
period) tsunami generated by a magnitude 9.1 earthquake off the coast of Peru (Gillibrand, et al., 2011).
This model covered parts of the Canterbury coast from the Hurunui River mouth to Timaru, and used
RiCOM (River and Coastal Ocean Model, developed by NIWA) for tsunami propagation and inundation.
It showed wave heights above normal sea level at the time of up to 2 metres along the Selwyn coast,
with a period of just over 2 hours between waves. The modelling showed minimal flooding at the Rakaia
River mouth and no overtopping of the gravel beach berm or flooding of land between Rakaia Huts and
Taumutu, assuming the largest wave or surge arrived at high tide (mean high water springs – MHWS).
In 2013 the updated New Zealand Probabilistic Tsunami Hazard Model (Power, 2013a and 2013b)
proposed that the maximum effective magnitude for a ‘worst case’ earthquake from Peru was magnitude
9.485, significantly higher than the magnitude 9.1 earthquake previously modelled. The effective
magnitude accounts for the different possible slip patterns (differential slip) on the plate boundary fault
during an earthquake. Environment Canterbury thus commissioned NIWA to remodel the Peru scenario
using the higher moment magnitude (Lane, et al., 2014). This model again used RiCOM and generated
wave heights above normal sea level at the time of up to 6 metres along the Selwyn coast. It showed
some flooding of the Rakaia River mouth and the Te Waihora/Lake Ellesmere outlet, assuming the
largest wave or surge arrived at high tide, but no overtopping of the gravel beach berm or flooding of
land between Taumutu and Rakaia Huts. These results are shown in Figure 3-9.

Figure 3-9:
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Modelled inundation flow depths (to 0.1 metres water depth) for a M9.485 South
American (Peru) subduction zone earthquake tsunami scenario. Flow depths in the
ocean are water height above mean sea level and flow depths on land are water
height above ground. From Lane, et al., 2014. Each grid line is 1 km
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In 2015 Environment Canterbury commissioned NIWA to model an extreme (2500 year return period)
tsunami generated by a magnitude 9 earthquake on the southern Hikurangi subduction zone, a
magnitude 8.6 earthquake on the Wairarapa Fault, and a combined Hikurangi subduction
zone/Wairarapa Fault earthquake with an effective magnitude of 9.15 (Kohout et al., 2015). This
modelling also used the RiCOM model and generated wave heights above normal sea level at the time
of up to 2 metres for the Selwyn coast. The modelling showed no to minimal flooding of land, assuming
the largest wave or surge arrived at high tide, and no overtopping of the gravel beach berm or flooding
of land between Rakaia Huts and Taumutu. These results are shown in Figure 3-10. The 2011, 2014
and 2015 NIWA modelling reports were peer reviewed.
The 2014 and 2015 NIWA modelling produced lower wave heights at coast and significantly less
inundation of land along the Selwyn coast than comparable scenarios in the 2020 GNS Science
modelling. This is probably due to multiple factors but is most significantly because of the source and
inundation models used, rather than the propagation model from source to coast. In particular, our
understanding of the way the southern Hikurangi subduction zone may rupture has changed since 2015
and a ‘worst case’ scenario will likely produce higher wave heights along the Selwyn coast than the ‘up
to 2 metres’ given in the 2015 NIWA modelling. Also, the RiCOM model used in the 2011, 2014 and
2015 NIWA modelling may not have been able to properly handle breaking tsunami waves and thus
may have underestimated inundation on land for a given wave height at coast (Weiss, 2019); this is also
evident in previous modelling for Christchurch and the Chatham Islands (Lane, et al., 2017; Lane, et al.,
2016). For these reasons, the 2014 and 2015 NIWA modelling results were not considered when
delineating the new tsunami evacuation zones.

Figure 3-10

Modelled inundation flow depths (to 0.1 metres water depth) for a M9.0 southern
Hikurangi subduction zone earthquake combined with a M8.6 Wairarapa Fault
tsunami scenario. Flow depths in the ocean are water height above mean sea level
and flow depths on land are water height above ground. From Kohout, et al., 2015.
Each grid line is 1 km
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3.2

Other considerations

While based on modelled tsunami inundation from multiple hydrodynamic models, we moved the
evacuation zones inland to follow roads and land parcel boundaries so that people can more easily
determine whether they are out of the evacuation zone, and so it is easier to communicate areas that
need to be evacuated during a tsunami emergency. Logistical factors, such as the location of road
cordons, were also considered. This is consistent with the approach taken in other parts of Canterbury.
The approach we have taken does not account for future sea level rise. This is because the evacuation
zones outlined here are to be used now, not in 50 or 100 years’ time. We recommend that tsunami
evacuation zones be reviewed at least every ten years (see section 6), and any sea level rise be
accounted for during the review.

4

The tsunami evacuation zones

Environment Canterbury and Selwyn District Council staff worked together to review the tsunami
evacuation zones. These zones were then ground checked by Selwyn District Council staff, and were
externally reviewed by Derek Todd, a coastal scientist at Jacobs (NZ) Ltd. This section provides detail
on how the tsunami evacuation zone boundaries were delineated.
There is a lot of uncertainty around how tsunamis will behave, particularly large tsunamis, because we
have not experienced many of these in our short written history. The zones are the best effort of a group
of people, based on the best available information, whilst bearing in mind the practicalities and logistics
of evacuation, and the risks involved in over-evacuation. In all situations outside a declared state of
emergency (where evacuations can be ordered), it is each individual and household’s decision to
evacuate based on the zones and their own personal circumstances. People within a zone are not
required to evacuate after a long or strong earthquake or in an official tsunami warning (unless a state
of emergency has been declared), and people outside a zone are free to evacuate for their own comfort
and wellbeing if they feel unsafe, but they should be mindful of keeping roads clear for people nearer
the coast who are evacuating.
The zones are shown in Figure 4-1. These are illustrative only; GIS files of the zones are held by
Environment Canterbury and Selwyn District Council and the zones can be viewed on interactive maps
and pdfs on the Canterbury Maps website (http://canterburymaps.govt.nz) and Selwyn District Council
website (https://www.selwyn.govt.nz). The zones will also be disseminated through several other
channels, such as letters to households and specific community response plans.
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Figure 4-1:

Tsunami evacuation zones for Selwyn District. For illustration only – interactive
webmaps are available on the Selwyn District Council and Canterbury Maps
websites. Note that Kaitorete Barrier and the southeastern part of Te Waihora/Lake
Ellesmere are within Christchurch City and are covered by the Christchurch City
tsunami evacuation zones (the lake is also red in the Christchurch City area). Each
grid line is 1 km

The tsunami evacuation zones are not tsunami hazard zones, or tsunami risk zones, or tsunami
inundation zones. They are areas that we recommend people evacuate from as a precaution after they
feel a long or strong earthquake, or in an official tsunami warning. Every tsunami is different depending
on its source, the direction it is arriving from, and the sea state and tide at the time, and there is no one
tsunami that would inundate an entire zone. Rather, the zones represent an ‘envelope’ around many
different possible tsunami scenarios. Inevitably this will lead to some degree of over-evacuation in any
tsunami event. However, it is much more practical and simple from a planning and communications
point of view to have a small number of zones based on some set criteria, rather than hundreds of
zones, each based on a possible scenario.
The approach used to review the tsunami evacuation zones for the Selwyn coast follows NEMA’s 2016
Tsunami Evacuation Zones: Director’s Guideline for Civil Defence Emergency Management Groups.
The purpose of the guideline is ‘to provide for a nationally consistent approach to developing tsunami
evacuation zones, maps, and public information for CDEM Groups and local authorities. The guideline
is part of a suite of national plans, standards and guidance for tsunami risk management.
The Director’s Guideline recommends a three-zone approach, comprising red, orange and yellow zones,
but allows for a two-zone approach comprising only red and orange zones in certain situations
(discussed below). This is a balance between a one-zone approach, which would have to be based on
a ‘worst case’ scenario resulting in significant over-evacuation in almost all cases, and a more-thanthree-zone approach, which would require far more information to map and present many more planning
and communication complexities.
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4.1

Red evacuation zone

The red zone is intended as a marine and beach exclusion zone, including beaches, harbours, river
mouths and estuaries, that can be designated off limits in the event of any expected tsunami that is
above the minimum NEMA warning threshold of 0.3 metres2. This represents the most vulnerable area
to tsunamis, including those that will not flood land, and is the first place people should evacuate from
after a long or strong earthquake or during an official tsunami warning. People can expect to evacuate
this zone several times in a lifetime.
The red evacuation zone remains largely unchanged. It includes all beaches, Rakaia Lagoon and the
lower reaches of the Rakaia River, and all of Te Waihora/Lake Ellesmere.
The Selwyn part of Te Waihora/Lake Ellesmere was changed from orange to red zone in 2018 to match
the Christchurch City part of the lake. Te Waihora/Lake Ellesmere is only open to the sea approximately
4-6 weeks a year. It is unlikely but possible that surges from a small <1 metre wave height tsunami could
overtop the beach berm and enter the lake if there is a swell running at the same time, or while the lake
is open to the sea, which could increase the likelihood of the berm breaching at the mouth depending
on sea conditions. This would not make the lake level rise noticeably, but it could create strong currents
within the lake near the outlet at Taumutu.
We acknowledge that scientifically-speaking having the whole lake as red evacuation zone is a very
precautionary approach, however we consider it the most pragmatic solution because:
•
•

at the very least the outlet area at Taumutu must be red, and determining where to then draw
a line in the lake where the effects of a small (<1 metre wave height at coast) tsunami are no
longer potentially dangerous becomes quite arbitrary, and
it is far easier to communicate than having part of the lake red and part orange.

National advisories for tsunamis likely to be <1 metre wave height at coast that would trigger an
evacuation of only the red zone (National Advisory: Tsunami Activity – Expect strong and unusual
currents and unpredictable surges at the shore) are uncommon. They are likely only to be issued every
few years for this stretch of coast and to last for less than 24 hours.
The Director’s Guideline does not recommend a seaward boundary for the red zone, but states that ‘the
red zone should be visible along the entire coast at the map's scale, so it should be enlarged to create
a decent visual red line along any coast where it is otherwise visually too thin to be clear’. The red zone
for Banks Peninsula was set to a standard 500 metres offshore in 2017; this is a cartographic rather
than a technical boundary, although it also serves to keep people out of the water and off any coastal
rocks during a tsunami warning. This is also consistent with the approach taken in the rest of Canterbury,
and in Otago and the Chatham Islands.
The Director’s Guideline also provides recommended advice for ports, shipping and people in boats,
which is not covered in this report.

4.2

Orange evacuation zone

The Director’s Guideline recommends two ‘on land’ evacuation zones – an orange and a yellow
evacuation zone. The yellow should cover all maximum credible tsunami events including the highest
impact events. It should be defined so that it encompasses the area expected to be inundated by a
2500 year return period tsunami. The orange zone should encompass the potential inundation of the
largest tsunami that could be expected in an approximately 500 year return period, and it should also
correspond to a NEMA tsunami threat level (described in Table 5-1) to aid in evacuation decisions. The
orange zone is intended to provide a ‘middle zone’ to avoid over-evacuation in most tsunami warnings
or events. The inland boundaries of both the orange and yellow zones can also be extended inland to
use features familiar to the community such as streets, property boundaries or key landmarks.
However, the Director’s Guideline recognises that two zones (the red zone and one land evacuation
zone) may be appropriate in areas where steep coastal land or topographic effects means the orange
2

This has recently been raised from 0.2 metres to make it consistent with international minimum thresholds.
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or yellow zone becomes too small to effectively map and apply, or for simplicity within a lightly populated
area. In this case the one ‘on-land’ evacuation zone should be coloured orange.
We have retained a two-zone approach for the Selwyn coast – a red zone and an orange zone
encompassing all known (up to approximately 2500 year return period) tsunami scenarios – rather than
adopting a three-zone approach, for simplicity because it is a sparsely populated area. Also, the
messaging for recommended actions for the orange and the yellow zones in urban Christchurch differs
from that used in the rest of the country. The Director’s Guideline is written on the assumption that the
tsunami hazard is the same around the entire New Zealand coast – i.e. that local and regional source
tsunamis represent a larger hazard, in terms of potential area inundated, than distant source tsunamis.
National messaging for what to do after a long or strong earthquake, therefore, is ‘evacuate all zones’.
All tsunami modelling to date shows that this is not the case for urban Christchurch. In Pegasus Bay all
models show that ‘worst case’ distant source tsunamis inundate a larger area than ‘worst case’ regional
source tsunamis, which in turn inundate a larger area than ‘worst case’ local source tsunamis. Therefore,
in urban Christchurch, the messaging is to only evacuate the red and orange zones after a long or strong
earthquake, and to only evacuate the yellow zone if you are told to. This is explained in more detail in
section 3.2 of Jack (2019). The 2020 modelling for the Selwyn coast shows, however, that ‘worst case’
regional source tsunamis from the Hikurangi and Puysegur subduction zones inundate a larger area
than ‘worst case’ distant source tsunamis from further afield. Because of this, if there was a three-zone
approach in Selwyn, we would recommend that all zones were evacuated after a long or strong
earthquake, not just the orange and red zones. This would mean that there would be different messaging
for different parts of Canterbury, which would be confusing. The two-zone approach in Selwyn means
that messaging to only evacuate the red and orange zones after a long or strong earthquake can be
consistently applied across the whole of the Canterbury region.
The orange evacuation zone includes all modelled ~2500 year return period (‘worst case’) tsunami
scenarios. The 2020 GNS Science modelling showed that the ‘worst case’ tsunami scenarios for the
Selwyn coast are a tsunami generated by a magnitude 9.0 earthquake on the southern Hikurangi
subduction zone off the North Island coast (approximately 2 hour’s travel time away) or a magnitude
9.3 earthquake on the Puysegur subduction zone south of Fiordland (approximately 3 hours’ travel time
away).
The orange evacuation zone boundaries have been moved inland from the ‘worst case’ inundation
extents to generally follow roads or land parcel boundaries - features which can be easily identified on
the ground – rather than having the zone boundaries running through farm paddocks. To enable cordon
management during managed evacuations, properties on both sides of a zone boundary road have
been included in the orange zone.
The revised 2020 orange zone is significantly smaller than the 2012 orange zone, particularly between
the Rakaia River and Te Waihora/Lake Ellesmere, and to the north-east of Te Waihora/Lake Ellesmere.

5

Using the tsunami evacuation zones

5.1

Evacuations

The tsunami evacuation zones are primarily for evacuation planning and public education.
Unless a state of emergency has been declared, these zones are advisory only. We recommend
evacuating the red and orange tsunami evacuation zones as a precaution after a long or strong
earthquake and recommend evacuating the red or orange zones as advised in an official advisory or
warning. However, it is each person’s and household’s responsibility to decide if they will evacuate after
a long or strong earthquake, or during an official tsunami warning, depending on their particular
circumstances and the information they have at the time. People outside of the zones are free to
evacuate inland for their own comfort and wellbeing should they feel unsafe, however they should be
mindful of not blocking the way for others within the evacuation zones who may be evacuating.
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If a local or national state of emergency is declared (e.g. in an official warning for a large distant-source
tsunami, if considered necessary), authorities may direct the evacuation or exclusion of people from the
tsunami evacuation zones for the preservation of human life under s86 of the Civil Defence Emergency
Management Act 2002.
The Director’s Guideline provides information for triggering evacuations based on tsunami warnings.
Processes and responsibilities for tsunami warnings are described in the National Tsunami Advisory
and Warning Plan (SP01/20) (NEMA, 2020).
Evacuations may be triggered by two types of warning:
•

Natural (long or strong earthquake, unusual sea behaviour) – in which case the red and
orange zone should be evacuated in Selwyn.

•

Official – in which case warnings will usually state the zone(s) to be evacuated. (One
exception is the Emergency Mobile Alerts from NEMA using cell broadcasts during a potential
local/regional source tsunami, which state “move immediately to the nearest high ground, out
of tsunami evacuation zones, or as far inland as possible”, in which case people need to know
in advance which zones to move from for a local/regional source tsunami – in Selwyn’s case,
the red and orange zones. This wording, rather than saying “all tsunami evacuation zones”
allows Canterbury and Otago the flexibility to use the yellow zone in a different way to the rest
of New Zealand.)

For official advisories and warnings, the tsunami evacuation zones correspond to NEMA’s tsunami
threat levels. During a developing tsunami event, a national-level panel of tsunami experts calculate the
expected range of wave heights for different sections of the New Zealand coast. The wave heights are
reported to NEMA in terms of standard ranges or “threat levels” for each forecasting area around the
New Zealand coastline. These threat levels, and the corresponding evacuation zone that would require
evacuation in Selwyn, are given in Table 5-1 below.
This provides certainty on which areas should be evacuated in what threat level. However, decision
makers should bear in mind that NEMA threat levels will often change during a tsunami event as
more data becomes available to the tsunami scientists that advise NEMA. Therefore, decision
makers need to be prepared to change their evacuation advice if the threat level changes during
an event.
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Table 5-1:

Relationship between NEMA threat levels, threat definitions and evacuation zones
for Selwyn for official tsunami warnings

NEMA threat levels
(expected maximum
wave height at coast
above normal sea
level at the time)
<0.3 m
0.3-1 metres

1-3 metres
3-5 metres
5-8 metres
8+ metres

Threat definition

Selwyn evacuation zones that
people should evacuate from

National Advisory: No Tsunami
Threat to New Zealand
National Advisory: Tsunami
Activity – Expect strong and
unusual currents and
unpredictable surges at the
shore
National Warning: Tsunami
Threat

None
Red zone

Red and orange zones
Red and orange zones
Red and orange zones
Red and orange zones

Table 5-2 provides a summary of the different zones, what they are based on, and the actions that
people should take.
The Director’s Guideline and other NEMA guidelines and standards provide information on engaging
with communities and providing information on tsunami warnings and evacuation procedures, which will
be used by Selwyn District Council and Canterbury CDEM Group staff.
It is unlikely that vertical evacuation – moving to the upper storey (not the roof) of a two- or multi-storey
building – would be necessary in Selwyn because the evacuation zones are relatively small and sparsely
populated. We do not recommend going up onto the roof of a building after a long or strong earthquake,
as the chances of going onto the roof and falling off, especially with young children, are much higher
than the chances that a damaging tsunami has been generated. NEMA recently published guidelines
for assessing and planning for tsunami vertical evacuation (MCDEM, 2018) and the Ministry of Business,
Innovation and Employment has developed guidelines to inform the design, construction and operation
of vertical evacuation structures (MBIE, 2020).
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Table 5-2:
Tsunami
evacuation
zone

Long or strong
earthquake
Long (more than
a minute)
OR
strong (hard to
stand up)
earthquake =
EVACUATE

NEMA
warning/threat
level
National Advisory:
Tsunami Activity –
Expect strong and
unusual currents
and unpredictable
surges at the shore
Threat Level:

Technical Meaning
• Shore exclusion zone, as per the NEMA
Director’s Guideline.
• Includes the sea, beaches, coastal lakes,
lagoons and river mouth areas.
• Does not include any residential buildings
in Selwyn but may include recreational
buildings or facilities.

0.3-1 metres

Public Message
This is an area that is most likely to be affected by tsunami. It includes the sea, estuaries,
rivers, beaches and harbours. A tsunami of any size could cause strong currents and
surges in the water.
You can expect to evacuate the red zone several times in your lifetime.
You should leave this zone immediately if:
• you experience a long or strong earthquake
• you see sudden sea level changes or hear unusual noises coming from the sea
• you receive an official warning from Civil Defence Emergency Management.
Stay out of this zone until you are told by an official source that it’s safe to go back.

Long (more than
a minute)
OR
strong (hard to
stand up)
earthquake =
EVACUATE

National Warning:
Tsunami Threat
Threat Levels:
1-3 metres
3-5 metres

Orange
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5-8 metres

• Orange zone based on 2500 year return
period ‘worst case’ tsunami from ANY
source. For Selwyn this is most likely to
be a very large tsunami from the
Hikurangi or Puysegur subduction zones.

This is an area that is less likely to be affected by tsunami. This includes areas on land
that could be flooded in a large tsunami.

• The zone boundary has been adjusted
inland to follow roads, property
boundaries or fence lines for ease of
communication

You should leave this zone immediately if:
• you experience a long or strong earthquake
• you see sudden sea level changes or hear unusual noises coming from the sea
• you receive an official warning from Civil Defence Emergency Management.

• This zone should be evacuated in a long
OR strong earthquake and used for a
regional or distant source tsunami of any
threat level over 1 metre.

You can expect to evacuate the orange zone a few times in your lifetime.

Stay out of this zone until you are told by an official source that it’s safe to go back.

8+ metres

No zone

Long (more than
a minute)
OR
strong (hard to
stand up)
earthquake =
there is no need
to evacuate

There is no need to
evacuate this area
in any official
tsunami advisory or
warning.

• We don’t expect this area to be inundated
by a tsunami, unless it is an extreme
event that we cannot foresee (e.g. a
meteor).

This area is outside the tsunami evacuation zones. If you’re in this area:
• you don’t need to evacuate in a long or strong earthquake
• you don’t need to evacuate during an official tsunami warning from Civil Defence
Emergency Management
• you may wish to open your home to family or friends who need to evacuate from a
tsunami evacuation zone.
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5.2

Land use planning

The New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement (2010) and the Canterbury Regional Policy Statement
(2013) both recognise the need to identify areas vulnerable to tsunamis and to mitigate the tsunami risk
where practicable. However, the tsunami evacuation zones are not appropriate for property-specific land
use planning, in terms of restricting development. Land use planning considers the sustainability of
development in an area as well as life safety and wellbeing issues, whereas tsunami evacuation zones
are fundamentally about life safety. For this reason, as explained above, the zones are generally
precautionary and cover extreme events that we would only expect in the order of every 2500 years,
which is beyond most land use planning time frames. Also, the zones are based not only on potential
tsunami inundation, but also logistical and practical considerations so do not necessary indicate zones
of potential inundation. However, the evacuation zones could be incorporated into the Selwyn District
Plan through requirements for tsunami evacuation planning for certain development within the zones.
Land use planning also needs to account for future sea level rise, which was not considered when
identifying the evacuation zones for the reasons given above. The 2020 GNS Science models could
easily be re-run using future sea level rise scenarios should funding become available.

5.3

Land Information Memoranda (LIMs) and Land Information
Requests (LIRs)

The Director’s Guideline states that tsunami evacuation zones are generally appropriate for inclusion in
a Land Information Memorandum (LIM) in terms of making the owners, occupiers and other interested
parties aware that the property is within a tsunami evacuation zone, as long as the zones are based on
rule of thumb and/or hydrodynamic modelling.
The wording on the LIM or Land Information Request (LIR – Environment Canterbury’s non-statutory
equivalent of a LIM) should clearly state which zone the property is in and what that means for the
property, and should clearly state that the zone indicates the areas that people should evacuate as a
precaution if they feel a long or strong earthquake or as a precaution if they receive an official tsunami
warning. The LIM or LIR must clearly state that the zones do not represent areas that will be inundated
in any one tsunami, but represent an envelope around many possible tsunami scenarios, and that the
zone boundary may have been moved inland to match a road or other feature, for ease of use.
Regionally consistent wording for LIMs and LIRs can be developed as part of the Regional Approach to
Managing Natural Hazards.

6

Reviewing the tsunami evacuation zones

Our understanding of New Zealand’s tsunami hazard is rapidly improving. We suggest that the tsunami
evacuation zones are reviewed within ten years. Any review should account for:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the effects of any actual tsunami,
new tsunami modelling (both scenario and probabilistic), which would also consider any sea
level rise that has occurred3,
changes to the natural environment,
changes in land use,
changes in demographics, and
any changes to the recommended approach for delineating tsunami evacuation zones.

We intend to continue improving and refining our knowledge of Canterbury’s tsunami hazard and will
review the Selwyn tsunami evacuation zones if new information shows a significant departure from our
current understanding of the tsunami hazard.
3

Note that current projections predict a 10cm difference in water levels every 10 years over the next 50 years, which is likely to
be within the uncertainty of the tsunami inundation modelling and accounted for in the fixing of the evacuation zones.
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